
Make a  
log cabin

DESIGN DIY

WHAT 
YOU NEED

This is the seventh in our Working with Wood 
series presented by Greg de Villiers. Throughout 
the series we will introduce you to some amazing 
new tools on the market that take the ‘work’ out 
of woodwork.

Cutting list
CCA-treated pine cut to the following 
dimensions:
 8 x 1700mm x 25mm x 76mm
 8 x 1400mm x 25mm x 76mm 
 8 x 555mm x 25mm x 76mm 
 14 x 400mm x 25mm x 76mm  
 2 x 550mm x 25mm x 76mm

 3 x 555mm x 38mm x 38mm battens
 6 x 262mm x 38mm x 38mm battens

50mm cut screws

Tools
Festool jigsaw, Triton drill and driver, 
Festool track saw, Festool shop 
vacuum, Bessey K Body parallel clamps, 
combination square, tape measure, pencil
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Keep your braai 
wood dry and 
close at hand.



It’s easy to enhance your lifestyle with trendsetting DIYs.

1 Cut all your timber to size with the 
Festool track saw. 

Mark a point 
300mm 
down from 

the top of the back 
panel on both the left 
and right side. Draw 
lines from both points 
to the centre of the 
top of the panel.

Clamp four of the 1400mm slats together to make a side panel. Join the slats 
using three of the 262mm battens, at the same measurements as the battens 
on the back panel (flush with the base, 700mm and 1300mm from the base). 
Make sure to keep the battens flush on one side of the panel, leaving a 
40mm gap on the other side to accommodate the batten on the back panel. 
Repeat step 4 to create the other side panel, but be sure to leave the 40mm 
gap on the opposite side to accommodate the back panel battens.
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Attach the side panels to the back panel, 
lining up the battens on the inside of the 
unit and screwing through the back panel 
into the side panels.
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What you do

Clamp the eight 1700mm slats 
together and join them using 
the three 555mm battens. 
Centre the battens so that the 
slats extend 25mm past the 
end of the battens on each 
side, to accommodate the side 
panels. Attach the first batten 
flush with the base, the second 
700mm from the base and the 
third 1300mm from the base. 
You have now made the back 
panel.
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Use the jigsaw to cut along the lines to form the pitch  
of the roof.
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WIN with 
Working with Wood

Vermont Sales is giving away a 
Triton SuperJaws Portable  
Clamping System
This system has a powerful 1000kg clamping force allowing as 
much or as little pressure as required. It is a standalone system 
that enables you to work in 360 degrees and has foot-operated 
clamping to free up your hands for full control. The tripod base 
makes it stable on any surface and it folds down for easy storage. 
Other features include urethane jaw facings for a protective,  
slip-resistant grip; lock and release switch for fast release of the 
jaws; reversible sliding jaws for extra wide (956mm) clamping;  
and it is made from robust powder-coated steel to last. 
www.vermontsales.co.za
www.facebook.com/TheGardenerMag
To enter the competition and stand a chance to win this great prize, please go to our Facebook pages and
like and share the competition post, and tag @VermontSales, @triton_za, @kreg_za, @festool_za and  
@torkcraft_za on Instagram. Competition ends 27 November 2017. Terms and conditions apply.
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Screw four 555mm 
lengths to the top of 
the cleats at the base 
of the panels. Screw 
the other four to the 
top of the cleats at 
the top.

Fix seven of the 400mm slats to each side of 
the pitch to form the roof. 

You need to cut the two 550mm slats at an angle, so that they match 
the pitch of the back panel. Instead of measuring an angle, the easiest 
way to do this is by measuring 76mm from the end of the planks and 
making a mark. On the face of the plank, draw an angled line from this 
mark to the opposite corner. Cut along this line with a jigsaw. Screw 
these two planks to the front of the unit to form the pitch.
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